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ART. XXII.-Contl'ibntions to JIinp}'alo,qy by 'V:fiI. EAHL TIID
DEN; with Crystallographic Noles by A. DES OLOIZEAUX. 

1. North Ca1'oUna fiIinel'al Localities. t 
SPODUMENE.-Many transparent crystals of this species were 

discovered last summer on the land now known as thn Morton 
tract. This new locality, for spodllrnene, is sitnated in Sharpe's 
Township, Alexander 00., alld is distant one-third of a mile 
nearl.Y west from the original discovery shaft of the Ememld 
and Hiddenite Mining Oompany. 'l'bis locality has already 
furnished some very highly modified crystals of qual·tz, tour· 
maline and beryl,:j: and also some inferior crystals of spodu
mene. rrhe writer was led to believe that the gem variety of 
the spodumene might be found there by the similarity of the 
quartz crystals found on the surface to those from the gem
bearing pockets on the neighbol'i ng lalld. These q UUI'tz crys
tals have the planes + and - 3R pl'ec1ominating, or they enclose 
silky fibers of a mineral related to amphibole. In the excava-

* Science, April 2:ld. 1886. I Oontinued from vol. xxiv, Nov., 1882. 
t This Journal, Nov., 1882; Geol. N. 0., 1881, p. 92. 
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tion last summer, in the search for spodumene gems, on this 
Morton tract, the quartz crystals above described frequently 
occured in the top soil; the miners here call them" hiddenite· 
quartz." 

In a period of three months' work, nine well defined pockets 
of yellowish and emerald-green spodumene (hiddenite) were 
discovered, but the aggregate yield was comparatively small. 
Very few perfect crystals were found suitable for gems, but 
some were successfully cut. It is thought that the material 
may improve when the hard rock is reached; at a depth of 20 
feet the loose sandy disi ntegrated rock remains unchanged, 
With the spodumene were fOllnd a few beryls of some merit as 
to transparency and color i great numbers of quartz crystals, 
some of remarkable form; a few brilliant and highly modified 
crystals of black tourmaline (see below) i some monazite and 
many small crystals of ruby-red rutile mostly associated upon 
or within quartz crystals. Among the spodumene crystals 
were a few that were doubly-terminated and of a new type of 
form for the region, the pt'isrnatic planes being only slightly 
developed. These crystals were nearly colorless, quite large 
and semi-opaque. 

The following communication from Professor Des Cloizeaux 
(dated Paris, Feb. 4, 1886) gi ves the values of the indices of 
refraction of this species, and shows that its refractive power 
is only slightly higher than that of tourmaline: 

"Physically the hiddenite is identical with the yellow tripbane 
(spodumene) of Brazil. Thanks to the new refbctometer just 
announced by Emile Bertralld, in the Bulletin de la Societe Min
eralogique, it is now possible to obtain the three indices of refrac
tion from uncut or cut sections. A first approximation gave 
for hiddenite a=l'677; j1=1'669; y=l'651 for yellow rays. 
I afterwards found j1j.= 1'669 for the triphane of Brazil, cut on 
the prism." 

BLACK TOURMALI~E,-Tbe tourmalines, incidentally alluded 
to in the preceding note on spodumene, occur implanted in 
cavities similar to the other crystals of this region. They 
are noteworthy from the brillianc,Y and number of the planes 
presented. With a hand goniometer I identified the following: 
0, I, i-2, R, 1, i, i, j, f, 2, 3 and p-twelve planes in all. 
Several others were noticed but their angles could not be de
termined with the means at hand. One crystal presented only 
the planes ~R, iR and 0 all equally developed, ~R being new. 
None of the crystals were over one inch in diameter and two 
inches long. On many of them, minute ruby-red quadratic 
crystals of rutile were implanted, having the basal plane. 
Through thin edges these tourmalines had a deep brown c010r, 
and the smaller crystals were translucent. ~R measured on 0 
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gave 149° as the approximate angle. R on R adj.=103°. 
Occurring with them were some few quartz crystals of remark
able form. Three of the most perfect presented only an upper 
trapezohedron (-H·H 't) in the termination, the unit rhom· 
bohedron not appearing even in traces. Others were hemi
morphic, having several acute rbombohedrons (2,3,6 and 10R~) 
at one extremity, and only R at the other. 

XENOTIME.-Some few beautiful crystals of this rare species 
were discovered in the early part of last year at a locality situ
ated about three miles east of the Emerald and Hiddenite Mine, 
in Alexander Co., N. C. These were found among quartz 
crystals, considerable rutile in the forlD of fine yellow needles 
matted togethel' and some remarkable cr.ystals of monazite 
(see p. 207). Only about one dozen crystals were found and 
these were discovered by washing carefully the whole of the 
pocket material. The color of the crystals is hair· brown, 
and some of them are perfectly transparent. Specific gravity 
=4'45-4'152. Cleavage prismatic, ea'!y. Habit long prismatic, 
and in this particular differing from other American xenotimes. 

My own measurements with a Fuess reflective goniometer 
gave as a mean of many determinations of the angle 1 Ao 1 131° 
14'; the measmements varied from 1310 9' -1310 19'. Upon 
these crystals I identified with a hand goniometer the planes: 
I, 3, 1, 3·3 alld 0 in traces. Of these the plane 3 is new to the 
species, while 3·3 has been observed by Brezina, and later by 
Hessenberg, Klein fInd Brugger. The habit of the North Caro· 
lina cr.ystal is very closely similar to that of a Swiss crystal 
figured by Klein;* they are well represented by figs. 251, 2152 
of zircon in Dana's System of Mineralogy. 

A few of the C1'ystals were sent to Professor Des Cloizeaux, 
and of them he says: 

"N otwithstandillg the beautiful appearance of these crystals 
of xenotime, they present no faces sharp enough to furnish pre
cise measUI'emcnt of angles; which is to be regretted, as all angles 
published until now are alike unccrtain. They oscillate between 
those of Dana and those of Bl"(>ggcr taken on crystals from Nor
way (Geol. FOl'. Forh., Stockholm, Dec., 1883). The following 
are my angles: 

b1 bt=(1 A 3)= 15~0 25'-35'; b1 m=(J A 1)=1310 15'-45'; bt m=(3 AI) 
=159 0 10'-30'; bt a,=(3 A 3.3)=155 0 approx.; bt bt over a.=(3 A 3 over 3.3) 
=97 0 approx.; b' b'=(l A 1 adj.) 1240 approx. 

Brugger gives I",I=131° 31', IAol arlj. 124 0 6'. Dana's angles 
0",1=138° 45',1",.1=131° 15'." 

'l'he smnllest cr'ystal mensul'e,.; 3mlll squlll"e anci 51llm long, while 
the largest was ne~lI"ly 20mm long and 101llm thick. One trans-

* JaIu'b. Min., 1879, 536. 
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parent crystal ha vi ng a I)l'ism of 4mID square, was 17rnm long 
and had thA zirconoid 3·3 and 3 largely developed. An 
analysis by :Mr. J. B. :Mackilltosh showed the presence of 301:'05 
per cent of phosphoric acid combined with a base considet'ed to 
be yttria but not tested. 

In the auriferous gravels of middle western North Oarolina, 
northwestern Georgia and eastern Alabama, tbe writer has fre
quently found xenotime along with monazite, etc. Some of 
the localities are in Hall 00., Ga., Burke, Polk and McDowell 
Oounties, N. O. I have been most successful in the drift from 
the Pilot Mt. in the lower edge of Burke 00., N. 0., whel'e I 
found some of the xenotimes symmetrically compounded with 
zircon (vol. xxi, p, 244, 1881). 

TWIN CRYSTALS. OF :MoNAZITE.-In the preceding note on 
xenotime the occurrence of t.hese beautiful monazite crystals is 
briefly mentioned. With the single exception of the crystals 

... 
tz 

1. 
from this region which formed the 

g basis of Dr. Edward S. Dana's paper,* 
~ prob:1bly no finer examples of this rare 

mineral have ever been found. For 
q, the most part. the crystals aee tranoipar

ent, of a beautiful essonite red color 
and are highly polished. They vary 
in size from four to twenty millimeters 

a in length and thickness. They were 
prismatic fl'Om an unusual extension of 
+1 and + l·t·. The occurring planes, 

." a as shown in the fignres, are: 
a=i-i (100), w= -l-~ (101), c= 0 (001). g= + l-i (101). d=H (Ol~). e=l-i (011) 

J=2-i (U21). b=i-i (010), v= + I (TlI), z= + 3-3 nU), i=+ 2-2 (~ll), u=-l (Ill) 

In addition there were £-2, :-2.2, I and several other planes 
which were only slightly developed, and an undetermined 
orthodiagonal pyramid. Of the above, v, a, g, z and e were the 
most frequent and pl'edominating planes, while the prism I was 
only rarely shown. Tbe twinning plane is a (£-i, 100), the 
orthopinacoid, which law of twinning was first noticed by vom 
Rath on crystals from Swi tzerland. Ol'Uciform crystals were 
found of almost ideal symmetry, while a few of the crystals 
were twinned only on one side. 

A distinct but imperfect cleavage parallel to i·~ (010), the 
clinopinacoid, was observed on several crystals, while the com
mon basal clenvage was entirely absent. Efforts to produce it 
artificially were entirely unsuccessful. 

It is to be noted that. tnrnerite is desceibec1 as having a perfect 
cleavage parallel to ii, and one less distinct parallel to the basal 

* This Journal. yol. xxiy, pp. 2J7-~50. 
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plane. The fact that com moil monazite is described as having 
highly perfect basal cleavage suggests that the diffel'ence may 
be due to the thorium silicate often present as an impurity as 
shown by Penfielrl. It seems probable that these crystals, like 
the Swiss turnerite, consist of the pure phosphate of the cerium 
metals. 

The density of monazite seems to offer a test for the presence 
of thorium, since that from Amelia C. H., Va., with a specific 
gravity of 5'30, contained 14'23 per cent '1'h0 2 ; that from 
Portland, Conn., specific gravity 5'20-'25, contained 8'25 per 
cent, and that from Burke Co., N. C., specific gl'avity 5'10, 
contained 5'49 per cent (analyses by Penfield). The best 
crystals of these now described have speeific gravity rang
ing from 5'05-'09. No annlysis of theHe crystals has yet 
been made, though some excallent material has been sent to 
Mr. Penfield for this purpose. Only about twenty good crys· 
tals were found altogethel' and the present indications al'e that 
the pocket is exhauHted. 

QUAR'l'Z CRYSTALS WI'l'H BASAL PLANE.-Since 1879 the 
writer has been much interested in the so' called "basal.plane 
quartz crystals" from NOI,th Carolina; his experience goes to 
prove the fact that genuine basal planes are very rare occnr· 
rences on this species. In the great majority of cases the 
planes observed have been produced by compression or juxta· 
position, and when carefully measured do not meet the require
ments. 

From among many crystals, appearing, when superficially 
observed, to possess this rare plane, I have selected two only, 
which, upon examination, proved to have a natural and nor· 
mal development of the basal pinacoid (0).' Not feeling per· 
fectly satisfied with my determination-it being made with a 
hand goniometer-I sent the crystal showing the smoothest 
developed basal trnncation to Prof. Des Cloizeaux for exam· 
ination, and I add here a translation of It portion of a letter 
from him, dated May 8th, giving his results, for which I wish 
alilo to express my thanks. '1'be crystals referred to were 
found last summer in Sharpe's township, Alexander Co., N. 0.: 

"Your crystal definitely disposes of the question of the basal 
plane on quartz, which, ulltil 110W, has remained doubtful. My 
measurements prove that the base is quite perpen(liculal" to the 
vertical axis, which we may question of mall v of the so·called 

) 
., 0 0 I 'basal planes' on quartz. p( + R)!Vt'( 0 = 128 , calc. 128 13. 

This adjustment gave an elongated reflection of which the. cen
ter gave 128°. p( +R)/\p, right = 94° 12', calc. 94° 15'. The 
face bj-( -iR3) is also present on this crystal. I 1111ve identified 
this face befol'e 011 crystals fl'om Walli!ol, and on amethysts from 
Brazil and Hllngary." p(+R)/\bj-(-tR3)=147° 40', calc. 147° 
39'. 
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2. A 1'emCt1'kable c1'ysta,[ of Herderite. 

The crystal here noticed was found in the early part of 1884: 
at the locality near Stoneham, Me., by Mr. N. H. Perry, but it 
did not come before me for examination until after the notices 
of this mineral had appeal·ed. (This Journal, xxvii, pp. 73, 
135, 229.) Excepting 3-2 (362, x), i-2 (120, l) and i-a (100, 11) 
all the planes observed on the American crystals occur on this 
crystal, and one new plane, the unit macrodome, is seen to be 
present, 1-i (101, d). The pymmid 1 (111, p) is invariably 
dull and waxy looking on the crystals f!'Om Stoneham and for 
this reason it is distinguished from the other planes. This 

1. 2. 
c 

~ " II 

crystal has a diameter through the macro-axis of 25mm and in 
point of size and general perfection is unequaled. 

The figures represent this crystal natural size and with the 
natural development of the planes. Fig: 1 shows it with the 
brachy-axis placed vertical, while in fig. 2 the position is the 
normal one. The occurring planes are thirteen in number 
wit.h iileveral others slightly indicated, they are: 0 (001, c); 
i·1, (010, b); 1 (110); H (101, d); -p (302, e); 1-1, (OIl, u); 
P (032, t); 3-?' (031, v); 6·?' (061, s); 1 (111, p); i (332, q); 
3 (331, n) and 3·3 (131, V). This American herderite can be 
readily distinguished by its phosphoresence in the dark when 
gently heated. It exhibits under this treatment a bright 
orange.yellow color; amblygonite from the same locality 
showed a bright lavender-blue phosphoresence. 

The index of refraction for this species has been determined 
anew by Des Cloizeaux, with results differing from those first 
announced. He now gives as the mean index of refraction for 
yellow rays: p=1'609; this was obtained from a small prism 
with an artificial face parallel to the base and a second formed 
by the plane e (302). Mr. Perry has lately found this mineral 
at the tourmaline locality near Auburn, Me., and a fewexcel
lent crystals were obtained there. rrhese were announced in 
the Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci. lor Dec. 7, 1885, by Mr. G. F. 
Kunz. 

In conclusion I wish to thank Mr. C. S. Bement, to whose 
cabinet this crystal belongs, for the opportunity of describ· 
ing it. 
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3. Twin crystal of Molybdenite. 

The crystal bere figured was brought to my attention by Mr. 
C. S. Bement, who was the first to identify its twinned struc· 
ture. It was found near Renfrew, Canada, along witb other 
remarkable crYfltals, some of which weighed nearly a pound. 
One measured 3!X2-!X2 inches in thickness, while another, a 
thick hexagonal prism, was 4 inches long. My own measure-

? ments on this crystal and on several 
•. others from the same locality (made with 

hand goniometer) give the angle of the 
pymmid on the base as 108°, but this 
value at best is only approximate. These 
crystals and the method of twinning bere 
figured seem to prove that molybdenite 
should be referred to the hexagonal sys

tem. Some few of tbe crystals suggest that the species may 
possibly be hemimorphic like greenockite, but this cannot be 
positively determined at present with the material at hand. 

4. On the Phenacite from Florissant, El Paso Oounty, Oolorado. 

Since the original announcement of this locality,* by the 
writer, many additi<?nal crystals have been found by Mr. 
Hiestand and the best of them were sent by me to Professor Des 
Cloizeaux, at Paris, who bas very kindly examined them. I 
bere give substantially his results as communicated to me in a 
letter dated Feb. 4, 1886. 

"I send a drawing of the two most remarkable of your crystals. 
One is a projection parallel to the base, offering an opportunity 
to study the new face z and the propol·tional development of the 
other occurring faces (fig. 1). '1'he other is a perspective view 
of a very small but highly modified (abnormally) crystal, 
placed so as to show its most interesting forms" (fig. 2). The 
planes found by Dcs Cloizeaux 011 these interesting crystals are 
here given in his symbols, Miller's and Dana's, i. e.-

e" (2U, i); d ' (OIl, i-'l); k (312, i_~=bt d' dt ); P (100, R); h' (011, -1'); 61-
(122, -I); e' (Ill, -2); d 2 (021, _1 3 ); Z(321,t2=dt at h')new; w(211,t", 

=at a' b'); b2 (021, t-2); y (311, 1-2, =at a' b'). 

Des Cloizeaux's calculated and observed angles (the latter in 
parentheses) on these Colorado Cl'ystals are as follows: 

a' w adj. =134° 15' (133° 50' approx.); d ' Z over w=l23° 0'; a' b' over w= 
107° 59'; w Z adj.=168° 45' (168 0 50'); h' b' over 0=14<1° 2' (144°); e2 a' 
adj.=147° 51' (148 approx.); e" wover a2 122" 30' (123°); e" et=107° 40'; e2 

* Vol. xxix, March, 1885, p. 249. 
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p over et=~2° 20' (~2°); d 2 w=155° (154° 39'); wet adj.=165° 10' (165° 10'); 

w z over et =156° 32' (156° 30'); et z adj.=l~l° 23' (171° 25'); et p adj.=144° 
41'(144" 40'); zp adj.=153° 18' (153° 10'); d" y adj.=162° 44'; d' zover 
y=150° 44'; Y z adj.=168° 0'; Z P opposite=138° 36' (138° 25') . 

• , Colorado phenacites on amazonite (microcline) ofier exactly the 
same association as those from the Urals. It will be noticed by 
reference to both the figures that, the face '10= (P) is here shown 
holohedl'al, whereas, ordinarily hemihedl'al. The face b2 ={-f2) 

1. 

presented an anomaly on one crystal in its having the appear
ance of being hemihedraI. This crystal also had the edge re
placed between d2 and p=(R3!\R) which would have the sym
bol cl-\':l. R!, or possibly di R_lr . This CJ'ystal gave the following 
angles, i. e.-

d' w=153° approx.; d' /=139° 30'; w /=165° 30'; d' d1.:1.=172" 30', 
.l.l!. . 

calc. 172° 36'-173°; d 2 p=150° 30'; d 5 p=157° 30', calc. 157° 27'; b" b2 

(hemihedral)= 139° 15'." 

It seems now that specimens from this locality were first 
shown to MI'. Whitman Oross by the finder, J\Ir. Hiestand, but 
no public announcement of their identification was made by 
him until after the publication of my note on the occurrence. 
(This Journal, March, 1885.) Among the last discoveries at 
this locality were some exceptional crystals, implanted on 
quartz crystals, that were £'lIly 1cm in diameter. One quartz 
crystal had within it a small phenacite crystal, having bright 
faces. 




